Nervous System Worksheets Answer Key
nervous system worksheet - st. francis preparatory school - indicate whether the following parts of the
nervous 5. label and color the 3 major parts of the brain. label and color the 3 major parts of the brain. system
are part of the central nervous system cns) or cerebrum – red cerebellum – blue nervous system worksheet
1 - graftonps - system (pns) and central nervous system (cns). 5) match the steps neurotransmission in a
synapse to the parts of a synapse, using the information and diagram below. the nervous system - science
olympiad - the nervous system functions of the nervous system 1. gathers information from both inside and
outside the body - sensory function 2. transmits information to the processing areas of the brain and spine 3.
processes the information in the brain and spine – integration function 4. sends information to the muscles,
glands, and organs so they can respond appropriately – motor function it ... human nervous system cloze
worksheet - biology is fun - the human nervous system brain 3 main parts of the nervous system 1. brain 2.
spinal cord 3. nerves – sensory and nerves the neurone nerve cells are called . a neurone consists of a cell
body (with a nucleus and cytoplasm), dendrites which carry electrical to the cell, and a long axon which carries
the impulses away from the cell. the axon of one neurone and the dendrites of the next neurone ... nervous
system worksheet - zspace - name_____ date_____ nervous system worksheet 1. the nervous system
consists of the brain, the spinal cord, sensory organs, and all of the nerves unit one the nervous system uw faculty web server - unit one: the nervous system unc-ch brain explorers may be reproduced for nonprofit educational use only. please credit source. background in the clay brain lesson, students learn more
about the brain and its major structures. the average adult brain weighs about 3 pounds (1300-1400 grams).
like snowflakes, no two human brains are exactly alike, although they do have common structures and ...
teacher's guide: nervous system (grades 3 to 5) - nervous system your brain is the boss of your body,
but it can’t do the job alone. your nervous system connects the messages from your brain to your body so you
can do things like walk, talk, think, feel, and breathe. your nervous system is the information highway that
controls everything you do. these activities will help your students understand how the nervous system works.
related ... nervous system worksheet - grade 5 - the go mom's blog - thegomom nervous system
worksheet (a) - grade 5!! worksheet!made!by!thegomomlrights!reserved.!! fill in the blanks by using the words
from the box.
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